Abstract. In this paper, the Dual Darboux rotation axis for spacelike dual space curve in the semi-dual space D\ is decomposed in two simultaneous rotations. The axis of these simultaneous rotations are joined by a simple mechanism. This study is original corresponding in the semi-dual space D\ of the article entitled On the Dual Darboux Rotation Axis of the Dual Space Curve [6].
Introduction
Theory of space curves of Riemannian manifold M is fully developed and their local and global geometry is well-known. In case M is proper semiRiemannian, then, there are three categories of curves, namely, spacelike, timelike and null, depending on their causal character.
In the Euclidean 3-dimensional space i? 3 , lines combined with one of their two directions can be represented by unit dual vectors over the ring of dual numbers. The important properties of real vector analysis are valid for the dual vectors. The oriented lines R 3 are in one to-one correspondence with the points of dual unit sphere D 3 [12] . Similarly, oriented timelike and spacelike lines in R 3 may be represented by timelike and spacelike unit vectors with three components in the semi-dual space D 3 , respectively.
If tp and ¡p* are real numbers and £ 2 = 0 the combination According to the definition pure dual numbers £a* are zero divisors. No number £a* has an inverse in the algebra. Later, E. Study introduced the dual angle subtended by two nonparallel lines in R 3 and defined it as ip -ip + £ip* in which ip and <p* are, respectively, the projected angle and the shortest distance between the two lines [12] .
Preliminaries
Let L 2 be the vector space B? provided with Lorentzian inner product
We denote by G the proper Lorentz group 50 + (l, 1) consisting of all matrices of the form
where we are writing ch and sh for hyperbolic functions cosh and sink [3] . In L 2 , the norm ||x|| is defined to be ^/|(x,x)|. We also consider the time orientation as follows. Let e = (0,1). A timelike vector x = (xi,x2) is future-pointing (resp., past-pointing) if (x, e) < 0 (resp., The set
is a module over the ring D.
Let x = x + £x*, y = y + £y*. The Lorentzian inner product of x and y is defined by (x, y) = <x, y) + £((®, y*) + {x*, y)).
We call the dual space D 3 together with this Lorentzian inner product as dual Lorentzian space and show by D\. It is clear that any dual vector x in Df, consists of any two real vector x and x* in Rf which are expressed in the natural right handed orthonormal frame in the 3-dimensional semiEuclidean space i?f. We call the elements of D\ the dual vectors. If x ^ 0 the norm ||£|| of x is defined by ||x|| = (|(x, x)|)2.
Let x be dual vector, x is said to be spacelike, timelike and lightlike (null) if the vector x is spacelike, timelike and lightlike (null), respectively.
For any x = (x\,x2, x3), y = (yi, y2, y3) € i?f, the pseudo vector product of x and y is defined by i) The set S\ = {x -x + ^x* | ||£|| = (1, 0); x, x* 6 i?f and the vector x is spacelike} is called the dual Lorentzian unit sphere in D\.
ii) The set HQ = {x = x + £x* | ||x|| = (1, 0); x, x* € and the vector x is timelike} is called the dual hyperbolic unit sphere in D\. where k = K+£K* is nowhere pure dual curvature and f = r+£r* is nowhere pure dual torsion. These equations form a dual rotation motion with dual Darboux vector,
Also momentum dual rotation vector is expressed as follows:
Dual Darboux rotation of dual Frenet frame can be seperated into two rotation motions: t tangent vectors rotates with a k angular speed round b binormal vector, that is t = (k6) x t and V binormal vector rotates with a f angular speed round t tangent vector, that is
The seperation of the rotation motion of the momentum dual Darboux axis into two rotation motions can be indicated as such:
•pjj-vector rotates with a w = angular speed round n principal normal, also
and n principal normal vector rotates with a ||£>|| angular speed round -jj|jj-dual Darboux axis, also h' = d x n.
From now on we shall do a further study of momentum dual Darboux axis. We obtain the unit vector e from dual Darboux vector, is related only to ï harmonic curvature. Thus, the vectors n, (êxn), ê define a dual rotation motion together the dual rotation vector, d\ = wn + ||ô||ê = wn + d.
n' = d\ x n (ê x n)' = d\ x (ê x n) (ê)' = di x ê.
This dual rotation motion of dual Darboux axis can be seperated into two dual rotation motions again. Here d\ dual rotation vector is the addition of the dual rotation vectors of the dual rotation motions.
When continued in the similar way, the dual rotation motion of dual Darboux axis is done in a consecutive manner. In this way the series of dual Darboux vectors are obtained.
That is 
